Abstract. An unambiguous manifestation of the magnification bias is the cross-correlation between two source samples with non-overlapping redshift distributions. In this work we measure and study the cross-correlation signal between a foreground sample of GAMA galaxies with spectroscopic redshifts in the range 0.2 < z < 0.8, and a background sample of H-ATLAS galaxies with photometric redshifts 1.2. It constitutes a substantial improvement over the cross-correlation measurements made by Gonzalez-Nuevo et al. (2014) with updated catalogues and wider area (with S/N 5 below 10 arcmin and reaching S/N ∼ 20 below 30 arcsec). The better statistics allow us to split the sample in different redshift bins and to perform a tomographic analysis (with S/N 3 below 10 arcmin and reaching S/N ∼ 15 below 30 arcsec). Moreover, we implement a halo model to extract astrophysical information about the background galaxies and the deflectors that are producing the lensing link between the foreground (lenses) and background (sources) samples. In the case of the sources, we find typical mass values in agreement with previous studies: a minimum halo mass to host a central galaxy, M min ∼ 10 12.26 M , and a pivot halo mass to have at least one sub-halo satellite, M 1 ∼ 10 12.84 M . However, the lenses are massive galaxies or even galaxy groups/clusters, with minimum mass of M lens min ∼ 10 13.06 M . Above a mass of M lens 1 ∼ 10 14.57 M they contain at least one additional satellite galaxy which contributes to the lensing effect. The tomographic analysis shows that, while M lens 1 is almost redshift independent, there is a clear evolution of increase M lens min with redshift in agreement with theoretical estimations. Finally, the halo modeling allows us to identify a strong lensing contribution to the cross-correlation for angular scales below 30 arcsec. This interpretation is supported by the results of basic but effective simulations.
Introduction
The gravitational lensing effect produced by a foreground deflector magnifies the light rays coming from background sources along the line-of-sight and stretches the area of the sky region around itself. Therefore, the gravitational lensing increases the probability of those amplified background sources to be detected in a flux-limited sample. This observational bias is know as 'magnification bias' and it is extensively described in the literature (see, e.g., [1] ). Depending on the slope of the background source number counts, the magnification bias produces an excess/deficit of background sources in the proximity of foreground matter overdensities [2] [3] [4] . Although the strong gravitational lensing effect produces higher amplification factors, µ > 2, the probability of these events is very low, and therefore, most of the magnification bias should be produced by the ubiquitous weak lensing effect, µ < 2, caused by the more common lower density cosmic structures. As a consequence, the sensitivity regarding the magnification bias will be highly enhanced in the presence of a sample of background sources with very steep source number counts. Moreover, an unambiguous manifestation of the magnification bias is the cross-correlation between two source samples with non-overlapping redshift distributions. The occurrence of such correlations has been tested and established in several contexts (see, e.g., [4] [5] [6] [7] , and references therein).
From the analysis of the first sub-millimeter sources detected by the SCUBA experiment (see [8] for more details) it was observed an excess of background sources, ∼ 25 per cent, apparently associated with dense, low-redshift structures (z ∼ 0.5). The simplest explanation was the cross-contamination: a larger than expected fraction of background sources lying at lower redshifts. However, it was also introduced the idea of magnification bias as a probable cause for the observed cross-correlation. [9] performed further analysis on the issue confirming the former explanation. In these works, it was also anticipated the necessity of deeper wide area sub-mm surveys to increase the background source density in order to observe the potential magnification bias in foreground-background cross-correlation studies.
This condition was fulfilled with the launch of the Herschel Space Observatory [10] . In particular, the Herschel 1 Astrophysical Terahertz Large Area Survey ( [11] , H-ATLAS hereafter) covered around 610 square degrees with a sensitivity better than 7.3 mJy at 250 µm, becoming ideal for this kind of studies. In fact, it was already demonstrated with the Science Demonstration Phase (SDP) data that the high redshift sub-mm sources constitute an optimal sample for gravitational lensing analysis due to their main characteristics: narrow redshift ditribution, steep source number counts and low contamination from the lenses (typically elliptical galaxies around z ∼ 0.5 with negligible emission in the sub-mm band). [12] proposed a very simple but effective procedure to identify strong gravitational lensing events implying an estimated rate of 0.13-0.21 strongly lensed galaxies per square degree. Later on, [13] proposed a more complex procedure for the identification of such rare events, with an upgraded rate of 1.5 strongly lensed galaxies per square degree. These works opened up a new field of research on the (statistical) analysis of the strongly lensed galaxies identified in the sub-mm band [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . It was also extended at millimeter wavelengths with the South Pole Telescope survey (e.g. [22, 23] ) and the Planck all sky surveys [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] .
It was during the analysis performed by [13] that it was noticed a tendency of high-z H-ATLAS sources to appears along the same line-of-sight of foreground overdensities, similar to [8] . The same issue was identified by [29] observing an excess of red galaxies, i.e. high redshift, cross-matched with foreground galaxies. A first attempt at measuring lensing-induced crosscorrelations between Herschel/SPIRE galaxies and low-z galaxies was carried out by [30] using only the prelimnary SDP catalogue, who found convincing evidence of the effect. With much better statistics, this potential bias was studied in detail in [31, hereafter GN14] by measuring the angular cross-correlation function between selected HATLAS high-z sources, z > 1.5, and two optical samples with redshifts 0.2 < z < 0.6, extracted from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey [32, SDSS] ) and Galaxy and Mass Assembly [33, GAMA] surveys. The observed cross-correlation function was measured with high significance, > 10σ. Moreover, based on realistic simulations, it was concluded that the signal was entirely explained by a magnification bias produced by the weak lensing effect caused by low redshift cosmic structures (galaxy groups/clusters with halo masses in the range 10 13.2 -10 14.5 M ) signposted by the brightest galaxies in the optical samples.
This work constitute a step forward with respect to the GN14 results by improving the significance of the measured cross-correlation signal, by splitting the foreground sample in different redshift bins to perform a tomographic analysis and by applying a theoretical halo modeling framework to extract useful astrophysical information about the objects acting as deflectors and their evolution with redshift. The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe the theoretical background needed to apply the halo model approach to the measured signal. The selection of background and foreground samples and their characteristics is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe the procedure used to perform the different types of measurements. The main results are discussed in detail in Section 5 and summarized in Section 6.
Throughout the paper, we adopt a flat ΛCDM cosmology with the best-fit cosmological parameters determined by Planck Collaboration 2015: matter density Ω m = 0.31, Ω λ = 0.69, σ 8 = 0.82 and Hubble constant h = H 0 /100 km s 1 Mpc 1 = 0.68.
Theoretical background

Galaxy-mass correlation: Halo model formalism
In order to interpret a foreground-background source cross-correlation signal we adopt the halo model formalism [34] . During the last decade it become a standard to parametrize the power spectrum of the galaxy distribution as the sum of a 2-halo term, related to the correlations between different halos that dominates at large scales, and a 1-halo term, more important at small scales, that depends on the distribution of galaxies within the same halo. Moreover, the halo model also suggest a simple parametrization of the cross-correlation between the galaxy and dark matter distributions [34] [35] [36] :
where
In these equations ρ is the background density, dN dM (z) is the halo mass function [37] , P lin (k, z) is the linear dark matter power spectrum, b(M, z) is the linear large-scale bias, and u gal (k|M, z) is the normalized Fourier transform of the galaxy density distribution within a halo, which is assumed to equal the dark matter density profile, i.e. u gal (k|M, z) = u dm (k|M, z). We define halos here as overdense regions whose mean density is 200 times the mean background density of the universe according to the spherical collapse model, and we adopt the density profile of [38, hereafter NFW] with the concentration parameter of [39] .
The mean number of galaxies is represented by n gal while N gal |M is the mean number of galaxies in a halo of mass M , where, as usual, we make the distinction between central and satellite galaxies, N gal = N cen + N sat = 1 + N sat . All halos above a minimum mass M min host a galaxy at their center, while any remaining galaxies are classified as satellites and are distributed in proportion to the halo mass profile (see e.g. [40] ). Halos host satellites when their mass exceeds the M 1 mass, and the number of satellites is a power-law function of halo mass:
These parameters define the adopted Halo Occupation Distribution (HOD). Therefore, in Eq. 2.1 we assume p = 1 if the halo contains only one galaxy (it will sit at the center) and p = 2 otherwise.
Foreground-background source angular cross-correlation function
The cross-correlation between the galaxy and dark matter distributions, see (2.1), can be probed through two independent methods: the weak lensing tangential shear-galaxy correlation and the foreground-background source correlation function. In this paper we focus on the second method. The dependence of the galaxy-mass correlation on the foregroundbackground source correlation arises from the weak lensing effect, affecting the source number counts of the background galaxy sample (magnification bias), that is produced by the mass density field which is traced by the foreground galaxy sample. Following mainly [34] , we can write the correlation between the foreground and background sources as:
3)
The foreground sources are assumed to trace the density field and based on the source clustering one can write the fluctuations in the foreground source population as
with dN f dz as the unit-normalized foreground redshift distribution and z s the source redshift. In the case of the background sources, whose number counts can be written as N (S) = N 0 S −β , we know that in the presence of lensing we have amplification and dilution effects:
For weak lensing the amplification can be approximated by µ 1 + 2κ, and therefore:
Here, χ(z) is the comoving distance to redshift z, E(z) = Ω M (1 + z) 3 + Ω Λ and dN b dz is the unit-normalized background redshift distribution.
Therefore, the correlation between the foreground and background sources can be evaluated as:
where we have made use of the standard Limber [41] and flat-sky approximations (see for example [42] and references therein). We can finally interpret the cross-correlation signal under the halo model parametrization taking into account that both galaxy samples trace the same dark matter distribution around redshift z ∼ 0.4. This dark matter distribution is traced directly by the foreground galaxies while, in the case of the background sample, it is traced thanks to the weak lensing effect. In this framework, the 2-halo term corresponds to the correlation between one halo traced by the foreground galaxies and another one traced by the background sources. In a similar way, we have the 1-halo term that describes the correlation between sub-halos (traced by both samples) inside the same halo. 
Data
In this section we describe the selection and details of the background and foreground samples.
Background sample
The H-ATLAS is the largest area extragalactic survey carried out by the Herschel space observatory [10] covering ∼ 610 deg 2 with PACS [43] and SPIRE [44] instruments between 100 and 500µm. Details of the H-ATLAS map-making, source extraction and catalogue generation can be found in [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] and Maddox et al. (in preparation).
We have selected our background sample from the sources detected in the three H-ATLAS equatorial fields, covering altogether ∼ 147 deg 2 , in addition to the part of the South Galactic Pole region (SGP) overlapped with the foreground sample (∼ 60deg
2 , see next subsection). Therefore, the total common area between both samples used in this work is ∼ 207deg
2 . Similarly to GN14, for the SGP region, we first select those sources with S 250µm > 35 mJy and at least 3σ detections at 350µm. This catalogue is still unpublished and it was processed in the same way as the catalogues used in GN14. On the other hand, the equatorial region catalogues were recently updated and publicly delivered (see [48, 49] for particular details) using an updated pipeline that change slightly the detection and statistical properties of the detected sources. For this reason, we modify the criteria for the equatorial regions in order to obtain a similar source density with both catalogues: at least 4σ detections at 250µm (∼ 29 mJy) and 3σ detections at 350µm. While the main selection is made based on the estimated photometric redshifts, as explain below, these criteria are introduced in order to remove sources with photometry problems. Moreover, they also help in eliminating faint local sources, that are not needed in our analysis, and therefore in speeding up the process. In fact, after applying these criteria we are left with ∼ 170000 sources that constitute the ∼ 59 per cent of the total number of initial sources.
Next we estimate the photometric redshifts of the selected galaxies by means of a minimum χ 2 fit of a template SED to the SPIRE data (using PACS data when possible). As shown by [13, 50] a good template is the SED of SMM J2135-0102 ('The Cosmic Eyelash' at z = 2.3; [51, 52] ). A comparison with 36 sources with spectroscopic redshifts between 0.5 < z < 4.5 has shown that the use of this template does not introduce any systematic offset and has reasonably low rms error (median ∆z/(1 + z) ≡ (z phot − z spec )/(1 + z spec ) = 0.002 with a dispersion of 0.115 and no outliers [13] ). Similar conclusions were obtained by [53] , confirming our approach.
More recently, [54] re-checked again the systematic uncertainties associated with the photometric redshift estimated using single SED templates for high-z (z > 1) sub-mm galaxies. Considering a sample of 69 bright dusty star forming galaxies with spectroscopic redshifts determined via detections of CO using broadband spectrometers (e.g., [55] [56] [57] [58] ), they confirmed the impressive prediction power of this approach: 'The Cosmic Eyelash' was found to be the best overall template with ∆z/(1 + z) = −0.07 and a dispersion of 0.153.
Taking into account the confirmed photometric redshift prediction power of 'The Cosmic Eyelash' SED template, and in order to increase the background sample statistics, we decided to include all sources with photometric redshift z > 1.2 (at difference with GN14 that limited the background sample to z > 1.5). Therefore, our background sample comprises ∼ 41500 sources in total (only ∼ 24 per cent of the initial value) with a median redshift of ∼ 1.9. The estimated redshift distribution of selected sources is shown in Fig. 1 .
Finally, to allow for the effect on dN/dz of random errors in photometric redshifts, we estimated the redshift distribution, p(z|W ) (red line in Fig 1) , of galaxies selected by our window function W (z ph ) (a top-hat for 1.2 < z < 4.0) , as
where p(z) is the initial redshift distribution, W = 1 for z ph in the selected interval and W = 0 otherwise, and p(z ph |z) is the probability that a galaxy with a true redshift z has a photometric redshift z ph [59, 60] . The error function p(z ph |z) is parameterized as a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance (1 + z)σ ∆z/(1+z) . For the dispersion we adopt the updated value of σ ∆z/(1+z) = 0.153, found by [54] .
Foreground sample
A simple lesson we learned from GN14 was the importance of accurate redshift measurements of the foreground sources in any study regarding the gravitational lensing effect, even more, if we are aimed toward an analysis of tomographic measurements, as is the case of the current paper. For these reasons, the foreground sources were drawn from a spectroscopic survey: the GAMA II [33, [61] [62] [63] . Moreover, both surveys, H-ATLAS and GAMA II, were coordinated in order to maximize the overlap. In particular both surveys observed the three equatorial regions at 9, 12 and 14.5 h (referred to as G09, G12 and G15, respectively) and GAMA II observed a portion of the SGP region surveyed by H-ATLAS. The common area covered by both surveys is around ∼ 207deg 2 in size, and is surveyed down to a limit of r 19.8 mag. For our main sample we select all GAMA II galaxies (from the catalogue designated as SpecObjv27) with reliable redshift measurements and 0.2 < z < 0.8, although we have also studied the cross-correlation signal produced by foreground sources with 0.1 < z < 0.2. The main sample comprises ∼ 150000 galaxies in total. Their median redshift, z spec,med = 0.28 is significantly lower than the background sample, as shown by the green histogram in Fig. 1 .
From Fig. 1 it is clear that taking into account the photometric errors produces a broadening of the background redshift distribution toward lower redshifts. However, it is not possible to estimate the relative importance of the overlap, seen mainly around z ∼ 0.75, due to the normalization introduced to compare both distributions. The number of background sources estimated at z ∼ 0.75 amounts only ∼ 0.34 per cent of the foreground ones in the same redshift bin, and clearly, even lower at lower redshifts. Therefore, even taking into account the background photometric uncertainties, we can consider the possible cross-contamination (sources at lower redshift, z < 0.8, with photometric redshifts > 1.2) statistically negligible (see [13, 31, 50] for a more detailed discussion and section 4.2 for additional tests on this topic).
Measurements
Foreground/Background samples angular auto-correlation
In order to check that both our samples have no special statistical properties that make them extraordinary, we estimate their angular auto-correlation to compare it with previous determinations.
The angular (auto)-correlation function, w(θ), is a measure of the probability, in excess of the expectation for a Poisson distribution, of finding a galaxy within each of two infinitesimal solid angles separated by an angle θ, P (θ) = N [1+w(θ)], where N is mean the surface density of galaxies. We have computed w(θ) for the background and foreground samples using the [67] estimator
where DD(θ) is the normalized number of unique pairs of real sources with separation θ, DR(θ) is the normalized number of unique pairs between the real catalogue and a mock sample of sources with random positions, and RR(θ) is the normalized number of unique pairs in the random source catalogue. The total common area between both samples was divided in several circular mini-regions with radius of 120 arcmin. In order to maximize the usable areas we allowed a maximum overlap between mini-regions of 30% and less than 10% of each mini-region area without sources (to deal with borders and sample irregularities). These constraints provide us a list of 16 usable almost independent mini-regions. Top panel : Angular auto-correlation function of the foreground sample red circles compared with a determination of the best-fitting power law using the full SDSS catalogue for the magnitude interval 18 < r < 19 (dashed line, [64, 65] ). Bottom panel : Angular auto-correlation of the background sample (1.2 < z < 4; red circles) and the best halo model fit (black lines: total (solid ), 1-halo (dashed ) and 2-halo (dotted ); see text for more details). The gray squares correspond to the measurements obtained by GN14. The green diamonds are the auto-correlation measured by [66] for SMG between 2 < z < 3.
We computed the auto-correlation of GAMA galaxies (foreground sample) for each mini-region. By considering each measurement as independent, our measured angular autocorrelation function is simply the average over the mini-regions computed values at each angular scale. The uncertainties are the standard error of the mean, s/ √ N , with s the sample standard deviation and N = 16 the number of mini-regions. Our estimated angular auto-correlation is in line with previous determinations carried out for the r-band magnitudes interval 18 < z < 19 using the full SDSS catalogue [64, 65] (see Fig. 2 ; top panel ).
The angular auto-correlation function of our background sample is shown in Fig. 2 (red circles; bottom panel ). The computed auto-correlation was limited to angular scales 30 arcsec to avoid the potential bias caused by the resolution of the instruments (FWHM∼ 18 and 25 arcsec for the 250 and 350µm bands respectively; [47, 48] ). The signal is clearly detected up to scales 50 arcmin; it is dominated by the 2-halo term on scales above 2 arcmin and by the 1-halo term on smaller scales. We compare it with the auto-correlation estimated by GN14 (gray squares). The updated auto-correlation is measured with better accuracy as Figure 3 . Estimated background auto-correlation MCMC free parameters posterior distributions (see Section 2 and Eq. 2.2 for free parameters' explanation). The contours levels correspond to ∼12%, ∼39%, ∼68% and ∼86% of the posterior area.
expected from the new catalogues and sample selection and it is in good agreement with the previous estimation.
Taking into account the relatively large area of the mini-regions, ∼ 12.6 deg 2 , we have considered the "integral constraint" correction negligible. Similar conclusion can be obtained by comparing the foreground auto-correlation with previous works [64, 65] or the background one with the theoretical expectations.
We take the opportunity to apply the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) framework, that we set up to analyze the cross-correlation signal (see section 5.1 for a full description), to the analysis of the auto-correlation signal. The halo modeling of the auto-correlation signal is straightforward and commonly used in literature and can be used to check the validity of our pipelines. In the case of the auto-correlation signal, the power spectrum can be expressed as (see [34] for example):
Moreover, the auto-correlation simplifies to:
As described in section 2, we adopt the same halo occupation distribution expressed in eq. 2.2.
In our auto-correlation analysis the free parameters are M min , M 1 and α sat . Notice that, in works as [68] , only two free parameters are analyzed, by considering M 1 = 20M min . For our free parameters we decided to use a non-informative, or uniform/flat, priors: 10 < log 10 (M min /M ) < 13, 11 < log 10 (M 1 /M ) < 14 and 0.5 < α sat < 3. The MCMC results can be seen in Fig. 3 . The best fit values are (mean and 68% confidence interval) : −0.06 . The SPIRE resolution limits the estimation of the auto-correlation function to scales higher than ∼ 20". For this reason, the 1-halo dominance region is not well sampled causing a small degeneracy between the M 1 and α sat parameters.
The current constraints derived from the halo model analysis of the auto-correlation measurement are in good agreement with the results by [68] (log 10 (M min /M ) = 12.24 ± 0.06 and α sat = 1.81 ± 0.04) and, in particular, with [69] findings (log 10 (M min /M ) = 12.6
−0.5 and α sat = 1.3 ± 0.4). Similar conclusions were obtained by [70, 71] using cross-correlation measurements of high redhsift sub-millimetre galaxies and optical surveys to derive more precise angular correlation functions.
Recently, [66] have measured the correlation length of a sample of ∼ 3000 sub-millimetre galaxies, with redshifts z ∼ 1 -5 and star formation rates 60 -100 M /yr, identified using a new colour selection technique, which combines three optical-near-infrared colors [72] . In Figure 2 is also plotted the auto-correlation measured by [66] for sources with 2 < z < 3 (green diamonds). It is remarkable the good agreement of our halo model best fit even at angular scales not accessible with H-ATLAS data.
Therefore, the main conclusion obtained by analyzing the auto-correlation signal of our samples is that they do not show any special statistical properties with respect other samples used for this kind of studies. Moreover, we checked that the MCMC framework and halo modeling are robust and reliable and can be safely applied to the analysis of the measured cross-correlation signal.
Angular cross-correlation
The cross-correlation function of two source populations is the fractional excess probability, relative to a random distribution, of finding a source of population 1 and a source of population 2, respectively, within infinitesimal solid angles separated by an angle θ [73] . We have computed the cross-correlation between our background and foreground samples using a modified version of the [67] estimator [74] :
and R 1 R 2 are the normalized data1-data2, data1-random2, data2-random1 and random1-random2 pair counts for a given separation θ (see [9] for a discussion of different estimators of w x (θ)).
We have followed the same procedure as in the auto-correlation case by computing the angular cross-correlation function in the 16 circular mini-regions and estimating the mean values and their associated standard errors. With this procedure we are trying to minimize the sample variance effect. As in the auto-correlation case we have considered the "integral constraint" correction negligible due to the relative large are of each mini-region (∼ 12.6 deg 2 ). The measured angular cross-correlations between the foreground (0.2 < z < 0.8) and the background (1.2 < z < 4.0) samples are shown in Fig. 4 (red circles) . Unlike the autocorrelation case, the small angular scale limit is dictated by the H-ATLAS positional error log 10 (θ) (the SDSS one is negligibly small compared to it) whose rms value at 250 µm is ∼ 2.4 arcsec for 5 σ sources [47, 48, 75] . In fact, below ∼ 6" we can appreciate the gaussian filtering effect produced by the positional uncertainties: the first two points are departing from a power law indicating a convergence toward a saturation value at smaller angular distances. Our results are in very good agreement with those of GN14 (gray squares), although with better accuracy and wider angular scales coverage thanks to the improvements in the catalogue production, sample selection criteria, wider area and tailored analysis pipeline. The mean values and 68% confidence intervals of the cross-correlation results can be found in Table 1 . We refer the reader to [13, 31, 50] for a detailed discussion on the low expected level of cross-contamination (observational constrains, catastrophic photo-z failures, physical Spectral Energy Distribution analysis, etc) between the foreground and background samples. In this work we just confirmed their findings by performing a simple but powerful test: to estimate the angular cross-correlation modifying the lower redshift limits of the background sample. In case of a non negligible cross-contamination between both samples, a modification of the lower redshift limit of the background sample would imply a strong variation in the measured cross-correlation signal. Using 1 < z < 4 and 1.5 < z < 4 to select the background sample did not introduce any noticeable difference respect our default measured cross-correlation (see next section for an additional test). Although allowing background sources with z>1 decrease a little the measurements uncertainties, we preferred to maintain the more conservative, and almost equally accurate, default redshift range (1.2 < z < 4) for the background sample.
Before any attempt of a halo modeling (see section 5.1), we can already identify three Top panel : Tomographic measurements of the angular cross-correlation for different foreground redshift bins. Bottom panel : Study of the variation of the measured cross-correlation signal with the lower redshift limit of the background sample for the foreground bin 0.5 < z < 0.8, the more sensitive one to any cross-contamination effect. We introduced a small x-axis offset in each sample for visibility purposes. different regimes in the estimated cross-correlation signal. For θ > 10 (2 -3 Mpc at z ∼ 0.3) we observe the correlation decline expected from the 2-halo term (the background galaxies embedded in dark matter halos suffer weak lensing amplifications produced by those foreground dark matter halos that are positionally correlated with them). Therefore, at smaller angular scales we expect the dominance of the 1-halo term (background galaxies that suffer a weak lensing amplification by foreground sub-halos inside the correlated halos described in the 2-halo term). However, below θ 30 ( 135 kpc at z ∼ 0.3) we find a clear change in the slope of the signal, not easily explained within the traditional 1-halo term. We interpret this excess as the effect caused by the strong lensing produced by the more massive foreground galaxies. We will discuss this point in more detail in section 5.2.
Tomographic angular cross-correlation
As stated before, GN14 reported a highly significant correlation between the spatial distribution of H-ATLAS galaxies with estimated redshift z > 1.5 and that of SDSS/GAMA galaxies at 0.2 < z < 0.6. The much higher significance compared to those reported so far is a result of the extreme steepness of the sub-mm source counts. The fact that such high significance was obtained using less than 10% the number of sources typically involved in the optical results opens the possibility of tomographic analyses.
Nowadays, the concept of a tomographic analysis represents the idea of sectioning an image or sample in different slices to perform a more detailed study. In our case, we split the foreground sample in three different redshift intervals (0.2 < z < 0.3, 0.3 < z < 0.5 and 0.5 < z < 0.8 ), and we consider also an additional one at lower redshift (0.1 < z < 0.2). The redshift ranges were selected in order to maintain an acceptable number of foreground galaxies. Taking into account that all the redshifts were obtained from spectroscopic surveys, we simply neglect any possible mismatching between redshift slices.
We applied the same procedure used to estimate the angular cross-correlation signal for the default foreground sample. The measured angular cross-correlations signals are written in Table 1 . As can be seen in Fig. 5 (top panel ) , we have a clear detection of the measured cross-correlation signal in all four redshift bins. Splitting the sample in three different slices increases the uncertainty of the measurements, as expected. By comparing the four measured signals we can notice that there is an increase of power with redshift.
Due to the lower number of foreground galaxies and it proximity to the background lower redshift limits, the foreground redshift bin 0.5 < z < 0.8 is the one that can be most affected by any possible cross-contamination issue. Figure 5 (bottom panel ) shows the robustness of the measurements in this redshift bin against a modification of the lower redshift limit of the background sample (as in the previous subsection). Taking into account the lower number of foreground galaxies, the effect of a small number of catastrophic photo-z failures should be noticeable in this test. Therefore we can confirm again that the potential cross-contamination between both samples is negligible.
Discussion
This section is dedicated to describe in detail the halo modeling applied to all the measured cross-correlation signals and to discuss the astrophysical constraints that can be derived.
Weak lensing regime
Section 2 describes in detail the assumptions and halo model formalism that we will apply to our measured cross-correlation signals. We decided to remain with the most simplistic descriptions of important quantities (the HOD in eq. 2.2, for example) in order to have a lower number of free parameters and a simpler interpretation of our findings.
Following [60, 76] we adopted β = 3 as our fiducial value. Therefore, as briefly described in section 4.1, we are left just with three free parameters: M lens min , M lens 1 and α lens sat (we added the superscript to distinguish them from the auto-correlation ones due to their different physical interpretations as described below). We constrain them by comparing our theoretical model with the measured signal by means of a MCMC framework. Since we consider the measurements below ∼ 30 arcsec produced mainly by the strong lensing effect, the adopted model can not be a good description of the data in this regime. Therefore, we do not use them when performing the model fits.
In this work we make use of the open source PyMC 2 software package. PyMC is a python module that implements Bayesian statistical models and fitting algorithms, including Markov chain Monte Carlo. We decided to use a non-informative, or uniform/flat, priors for our free Figure 6 . Estimated cross-correlation free parameters posterior distributions for the default foreground sample (lenses; 0.2 < z f < 0.8). The contours levels correspond to ∼12%, ∼39%, ∼68% and ∼86% of the posterior area. parameters: 11 < log 10 (M lens min /M ) < 15, 12 < log 10 (M lens 1 /M ) < 15.5 and 1.5 < α lens sat < 4.5. For each signal analysis we generated at least 10000 posterior samples to ensure good statistical sampling after convergence.
The black lines (total, solid ; 1-halo, dashed ; 2-halo, dotted ) in Fig. 4 represent the halo model best fit estimated using the MCMC approach. The best fit posterior distributions of the free parameters for the main foreground lensing sample can be seen in Fig. 6 Table 2 ). The halo model best fit parameters produce a very good fit to the data (at least above ∼ 30"). Moreover, their posterior distributions show the constraints achievable by analyzing the cross-correlation signal (see Fig. 6 ). For the particular case of the α lens sat parameter we obtain a best fit value of α lens sat = 2.92
+1.12
−0.78 , although it is clear from Fig. 6 that it is almost unconstrained and completely dependent on the flat prior (see detailed discussion below).
Taking into account that this signal is produced only by the gravitational lensing effect, the M lens min , represents the minimum mass of a dark matter halo acting as a deflector that is able to produce an statistical measurable weak lensing amplification on the background sources. These halos are pinpointed by massive galaxies in their centers from our foreground sample. At certain mass, M lens 1 , these halos contain satellite sub-halos massive enough that, in turn, became also deflectors producing a statistical measurable weak lensing effect. Finally, the α lens sat parameter is simply the rate of the increase of satellite deflectors with mass above M lens 1 and, as seen in Fig 6, it not well constrained with our current data. These results are agreement with the main conclusions obtained by GN14. Based on realistic simulations of clustered sub-mm galaxies amplified by foreground structures, they were able to confirm that the cross-correlation can be explained by weak gravitational lensing (µ < 2). The simulations also showed that the signal can be reproduced if SDSS/GAMA galaxies act as signposts of galaxy groups/clusters with halo masses in the range 10 13.2 − 10 14.5 M . There is a particularly remarkable agreement between the minimum mass derived from simulations and the current estimated value obtained from the halo model fitting to the main sample measured cross-correlation signal.
However, these results are higher than the traditional values obtained from normal galaxies studied in the optical band (galaxies with stellar mass, log 10 (M /M ) < 11 [77] or luminous red galaxies, LRG, with M r > −21 [78] ): log 10 (M min /M ) ∼ 12.5, log 10 (M 1 /M ) ∼ 13.8 and α sat ∼ 1.0. In addition, it was also found an almost constant relationship between both HOD masses: M 1 /M min = 10 − 30. Our results are more in agreement when they are compared with the values derived from massive galaxies, log 10 (M /M ) > 11 [79] or the brightest LRGs, M r < −21 [78] . In the first case, the M min value is significantly larger for more massive galaxies (∼ 10 13−14.5 M ), which is consistent with the general agreement that the capability of hosting massive galaxies depends strongly on halo mass. Moreover, the M 1 mass is extremely large (> 10 14.5 M ), which means that only the most massive halos could host a galaxy with the stellar mass exceeding 10 11 M as a satellite. Similarly, most of the LRGs in the brightest luminosity bin, M r < −21, are central galaxies in halos of mass ∼ 10 13.3−14.3 M , and a small fraction, ∼ 7%, of them are satellites in more massive halos. These observational constraints reinforce the lensing influence in our results, i.e. although our foreground sample is not particularly special from the mass or luminosity point of view, the cross-correlation signal is produced only by the lensing effect caused by the more massive galaxies among it, mostly central galaxies. The other galaxies can be considered almost non existent.
The higher α lens sat value deserve a special discussion. In studies of bright LRG, the inferred high mass slopes of their occupation functions tend to be substantially larger than unity (α sat > 1.5, see [80] and reference therein) as determined from observational inferences and theoretical predictions for low luminosity samples. They also verified that the predicted number of LRGs in high mass halos appears approximately consistent with the observational estimates from massive clusters. Similarly, in the case of M > 10 11 M galaxies between 0.2 < z < 1, [79] found consistently α sat = 1.5 − 2.0 values in agreement with the LRGs ones. In our case, we find a α lens sat value even higher but it can be considered almost unconstrained and prior dependent, taking into account the posterior distribution shown in Fig. 6 . The main reason is that the effect of the α lens sat parameter is most obvious around 3 − 10 arcmin, the scales between the 1-halo and 2-halo transition region, while the masses M lens min and M lens 1 are constrained by the largest and smallest scales respectively. It is clear in Fig. 4 that the observed correlation around ∼ 10 arcmin is stronger than expected from the 2-halo term, indicating the necessity of higher α lens sat values. In order to evaluate the robustness of our results with respect the particular α lens sat value we performed an additional test: we estimated again the HOD masses but using a gaussian prior for α lens sat with a mean value of 1.8 and a 0.3 dispersion, following [79] results. The new estimated masses are compared with the previous ones in Table 2 and the best fit is represented as a green line in Fig. 4 . As anticipated in the previous paragraph, the estimated HOD masses are almost independent of the α lens sat parameter. Therefore, although not relevant for the study of the other general HOD properties, the smooth transition between the 1-halo and 2-halo terms observed in the clustering of massive galaxies could be indicative of the excessive simplicity of the HOD framework, as already pointed out in several contexts (e.g. [81] ). When we apply the same halo model fit methodology to the angular cross-correlation signals measured from the four foreground redshift bins (see Fig. 7) , we obtain the best fit values shown in Table 2 . They are also summarized in Fig. 8 . As expected, the results from the default foreground sample (0.2 < z < 0.8) are close to a median results when compared with the redshift sub-samples ones. The parameters uncertainties for each redshift bin are comparable, confirming that the number of foreground galaxies in each redshift bin is enough for our purposes.
The tomographic results show a clear evolution with redshift of the minimum mass needed to produce a measurable weak lensing effect (from log 10 M lens min /M = 12.61
+0.14 −0.10 for 0.5 < z < 0.8). Although a similar trend was found by [79] studying the clustering properties of massive galaxies, M > 10 11 M , at z > 0.2, we think that in our case this redshift evolution is not an intrinsic property of the sample but a direct effect of the dependence of the lensing probability with redshift. The lensing probability increases steeply with redshift, with a maximum around z ∼ 0.5 for a typical background source at z ∼ 2 (see [82] , for example). In other words, in order to produce a statistical gravitational effect almost independent of redshift, similar to the measured crosscorrelations functions, we can reduce the number of deflectors required, thanks to the higher lensing probability. A lower number of deflectors implies a higher halo mass, as indicated by a typical halo mass function.
Using [82] formalism we derive the theoretical evolution expected for the deflector halo mass if the lensed galaxy is situated at z = 2. The inner integral of the lensing optical depth (eq. 21 in [82] ) corresponds to the lens redshift distribution for a fixed minimum deflector mass. We consider only the weak lensing case with µ < 2 (i.e. the lens probability for µ > 1 minus the lens probability for µ > 2). Based on our inferred masses using the default sample, we then estimate the lens redshift distribution for log 10 M lens min /M = 13.1. From this distribution we obtain the lens probability associated with this minimum deflector mass for z = 0.3, the approximate mean redshift of the default sample. Taking into account the similar strength of the measured signals in the different redshift bins, we consider a constant lens probability with redshift. Therefore, the deflector mass evolution with redshift, shown as a gray dashed line in the top panel of Fig. 8 , is obtained estimating the minimum mass that produce the same lens probability when varying the redshift: in order to compensate the lower (higher) lens probability at redshift z < 0.3 (z > 0.3), we need to increase (decrease) the number of deflectors implying lower (higher) minimum deflector masses. It provides a very good explanation of the estimated minimum deflector masses until redshift z 0.5. At higher redshifts, z > 0.5, the results indicate that most of the signal is caused by massive overdensities with more than one deflector. In fact, the [82] formalism assumes only a central deflector per halo, thus it estimates a redshift evolution for z > 0.5 that requires a lower deflector mass, i.e. higher number of deflectors to compensate the lower lensing probability, at variance with our findings.
On the contrary, both M lens 1 and the steepness of the satellites number, α lens sat , remains almost constant with redhsift. This implies that, independently of redshift, cluster halos of
15 have a central deflector and, at least, one sub-halo satellite acting also as a deflector. Above this mass, it seems that the increase in number of satellites acting as deflectors does not evolve with redshift (α lens sat 2.8), although we have to take into account that this parameter is almost unconstrained by our analysis. In fact, using a gaussian prior of α lens sat ∼ 1.8, as described before, we find almost no significance difference in the recovered HOD masses for the four different redshift sub-samples (see Table 2 and best-fits as green lines in each panel of Fig. 7) .
However, as explained before, there is an observed relationship between both HOD masses almost constant with redshift, M 1 /M min ∼ 10 − 30. Below z ∼ 0.3 our results indicates a much higher ratio. The reason is again the fact that we are studying the HOD properties through the weak lensing effect. For z < 0.3 the lens probability decrease very fast and, in order to compensate the lower probability, we need to increase the number of deflectors by going to the more abundant less massive galaxies. The same effect can not be done with the satellites due to their small fraction, ∼ 10%. In other words, to maintain an statistically observable magnification bias contribution from the satellites their mass can not be much lower than M ∼ 10 11 M and therefore this implies M lens 1 values above 10 14.5 M . Finally, there is a discrepancy in the highest redshift sub-sample: the cross-correlation power is stronger than the best-fit model for the 2-halo term. The reason for this discrepancy is already well known (see for example [79] and references therein): the observed crosscorrelation function at high redshift is so strong that very massive halos are required to reproduce it, while the predicted number of such massive halos, the high mass behavior of the halo mass function used in our theoretical framework, is very small compared to the observed numbers of massive galaxies. This discrepancy could indicate again that our current HOD model is too simplistic (e.g. other halo characteristics such as the mass accretion rate could affect the galaxy formation and alter the observed properties of galaxies within the halo) or that the evolution of halo mass function and/or bias function is not well understood (earlier emergence of massive halos than predicted in the current halo models) or simply be a dependence with cosmology (e.g. the normalization σ 8 of the matter fluctuation power spectrum).
Strong lensing regime
The theoretical formula for the angular cross-correlation between a foreground and background galaxy surveys assumes a weak lensing regime and, therefore, can only be applied to explain the cross-correlation signal produced by weak amplifications (typically much lower than 2). In our case, around 30" (∼ 135 kpc at z ∼ 0.3), we observe a clear steepening that indicates a transition between the weak and strong lensing regimes (see Fig. 4 and 7) . As a consequence, the HOD modelisation provides a good fit only at angular scales greater than 30". Contrary to the auto-correlation case, the 1-halo and 2-halo terms are more related to each other in the cross-correlation halo modeling. As we seen in section 5.1, this fact put tight constraints to the parameter values. However, there should be no problem to obtain a good enough fit for a 1-halo term with the steepness shown below 30". It is the change of slope around such angular scales that makes difficult the halo model fitting under the weak lensing approximation. Different halo density profiles (NFW, singular isothermal sphere or SISSA [82] ) can produce noticeable variation at small scales, but for > 30" they all provide a single slope very similar to the one derived with our halo model assumptions. Therefore, it can not be a solution for this issue.
On the other hand, taking into account that ∼ 30" corresponds to ∼ 135 kpc at z ∼ 0.3, we are dealing with angular scales comparable with the size of massive galaxies. In fact, as shown by GN14 (see their Fig. 11) , it is common for massive galaxies, with halo mass of log 10 (M/M ) > 14, to produce strong lensing amplifications already at angular scales, 20-30", bigger than usual. Therefore, although it is still possible to consider the possibility of satellites at such small physical scales (mainly due to projection effects), it is more natural to interpret this change of slope as the strong lensing effect: faint background sources that by chance appears at such small angular distance from such massive galaxies received an amplification that make them detectable by Herschel instruments and increase enormously the probability to find a foreground-background galaxy pairs so close.
After these considerations, we produce simplistic, but effective, simulations in order to further confirm our strong lensing regime interpretation. In the center of a circular sky patch of Figure 9 . Toy model simulation results to confirm the strong lensing regime interpretation. The measured angular cross-correlation using the default foreground sample (red circles) is fitted with the 1-halo term under the weak lensing approximation (black dashed line) plus a contribution of the strong lensing effect, µ > 1.7, produced by massive halos, log 10 (M halo /M ) = 13.9, estimated using the simulations described in the text (blue dot-dot-dashed line). The simulations results, considering all amplifications, for the derived M min is shown as well (cyan dot-dot-dashed line)
1' radius, we situated a foreground dark matter halo of a fixed mass with a NFW mass density profile at z = 0.4. Following the source number count model for un-lensed proto-spheroidal galaxies (the type of galaxies that compose our background sample, [13, 31, 50, 83] ) we generate randomly distributed background galaxies with flux densities above 0.1 mJy. Notice that their auto-correlation is completely negligible for our purpose, even more taking into account their relatively low density at such flux densities. For simplicity, we assume all of the background sources at z = 2.5, considering that the angular distance -the one relevant for gravitational lensing estimations-is almost constant above z > 1. Basing on the [82] gravitational lensing estimation methodology, we calculate the amplification produced by the foreground lens in each of the background sources. Then, we consider as "detected sources" only those background ones with S > 30 mJy and we count the number of sources (before and after taking into account the gravitational lensing amplification) at a certain radial distance from the center. Due to the low density of background sources in each single simulation, we repeat the same process 10 5 times, stacking the results (we assume that all the foreground lenses are exactly equal), in order to increase the statistics. Finally, we estimate the cross-correlation signal as w x (θ) = LL(θ)/U U (θ) − 1, with LL the number of lensed background sources above the flux density limit at an angular distance θ and, similarly, the UU for the un-lensed case.
The results for two representative cases are compared with the measured cross-correlation signal in Fig. 9 . If we adopt, as the foreground typical lens an halo mass of log 10 (M/M ) = 13.06 (the M lens min , determined from the default foreground sample), and we do not introduce any constraint on the gravitational lensing effect, we obtain the cyan dot-dot-dashed line. It is reassuring that, for a relatively low mass deflector, the simulation signal is very similar to the one expected from the 1-halo term under the weak lensing approach for the same typical M min deflector mass. Even in this case, there is a non-negligible strong lensing effect that increases slightly the correlation strength below ∼ 30". On the other hand, when we consider a much massive deflector, log 10 (M/M ) = 13.9, we have a correlation signal similar to the observed one. Notice that if we don't limit the amplification (i.e. consider only the strong lensing effect or µ > 1.7 for this particular mass deflector), we obtain a clear overestimation of the correlation at larger angular scales due to the weak lensing contribution of such massive halos. In this case it is clear that assuming that all ∼ 10 5 deflectors have log 10 (M/M ) = 13.9 is not physically realistic, but it is useful to demonstrate that the enhancement of the measured signal at these small scales is easily explained by the proper modeling of the strong gravitational effect and the statistical characteristics of the deflectors.
The detailed modeling of the cross-correlation signal at these scales (mass function, mas density profiles, pointing uncertainties, etc) is beyond the scope of this paper, and will constitute the main scope of a future publication.
Conclusions
In this work we measure and study the cross-correlation signal between a foreground sample of GAMA galaxies with spectroscopic redshifts in the range 0.2 < z < 0.8, and a background sample of H-ATLAS galaxies with z > 1.2. It constitutes a substantial improvement over the GN14 cross-correlation measurements with newer catalogues, more surveyed area and a sample selection that improves the statistics and, as a consequence, leads to smaller uncertainties (with S/N 5 below 10 arcmin and reaching S/N ∼ 20 below 30 arcsec).
Thanks to the background sample source number count steepness, β ∼ 3, we are able to measure the same signal by splitting the default foreground sample in three different redshift bins (0.2 < z < 0.3, 0.3 < z < 0.5 and 0.5 < z < 0.8 ). With the addition of another redshift bin at lower redshift (0.1 < z < 0.2), we are able to perform a tomographic analysis of the magnification bias. We achieve measurements in all the redshift bins with S/N 3 below 10 arcmin and reaching S/N ∼ 15 below 30 arcsec.
In the case of the background sources we apply a traditional halo model to their autocorrelation function finding the typical HOD masses values in agreement with previous studies: a minimum halo mass to host a central galaxy, M min ∼ 10 12.26 M , and a pivot halo mass to have at least one sub-halo satellite, M 1 ∼ 10 12.84 M .
The halo modeling of the measured cross-correlation signals allow us to study also the typical mass of the foreground deflectors involved and, thanks to the tomographic analysis, to determine it variation with redshift. As summarized in Table 2 , the best fit values determined from our main foreground sample are (mean and 68% confidence intervals): log 10 (M lens min /M ) = 13.06 −0.78 . However, the α lens sat parameter is almost unconstrained and it derived value depends directly on the imposed flat priors. These results confirm the GN14 conclusions that the signal is mainly produced by very massive foreground galaxies or even galaxy groups/clusters that are signposted by those. The tomographic analysis shows that, while M lens 1 and α lens sat are almost redshift independent, there is a clear evolution of an increasing M lens min values with redshift. This evolution is mainly reflecting the possibility to increase the deflector mass (i.e. to reduce the number of potential deflectors) thanks to the higher weak gravitational lensing probability at higher foreground redshifts.
Finally, the halo modeling was also useful to point out the typical angular scale where the strong lensing can not be considered negligible any more at ∼ 30" -an starting assumption in the theoretical model. This interpretation is supported by the results of basic but effective simulations.
This paper constitutes the first of a series of works that will investigate in detail the different aspect of the measured cross-correlation function in order to study the diverse kind of astrophysical and cosmological constraints that can be extracted from it. for a "Ramon The Herschel-ATLAS is a project with Herschel, which is an ESA space observatory with science instruments provided by European-led Principal Investigator consortia and with important participation from NASA. The H-ATLAS website is http://www.h-atlas.org/ GAMA is a joint European-Australasian project based around a spectroscopic campaign using the Anglo-Australian Telescope. The GAMA input catalogue is based on data taken from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey and the UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky Survey. Complementary imaging of the GAMA regions is being obtained by a number of independent survey programs including GALEX MIS, VST KIDS, VISTA VIKING, WISE, Herschel-ATLAS, GMRT and ASKAP providing UV to radio coverage. GAMA is funded by the STFC (UK), the ARC (Australia), the AAO, and the participating institutions. The GAMA website is: http://www.gamasurvey.org/ The simulations were carried out at the 'Centro Interuniversitario del Nord-Est per il Calcolo Elettronico' (CINECA, Bologna), with CPU time assigned under the project Sis16_COSMOGAL, ref. tts#345223.
